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Fire chiefs seek
funding for PFAS
foam removal
The ‘forever chemical’ is in foam used by firefighters
By DAN KITKOWSKI

down under typical environmental
conditions.
PFAS chemicals, which have
turned up in drinking water in cities across the U.S., including this
area, have been linked to non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and kidney, testicular, prostate, breast, liver and
ovarian cancers.
Marinette Fire Chief Jay Heckel
presented his monthly report Monday to the Public Safety and Code
Enforcement Committee. Alderman Doug Oitzinger, a committee member, noticed some “PFAS
correspondence” in the report and
he asked Heckel to expand on that
topic.
The chief explained that, for
about a year, the Wisconsin State
Fire Chiefs Association (WSFCA)
has been working with state
Department of Natural Resources
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MARINETTE—Fire chiefs
across Wisconsin are working
with state governmental leaders
to secure funding for the collection and disposal of firefighting
foam that carry dangerous levels
of PFAS.
Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are synthetic chemical compounds that, due to their
unique properties, are widely used
in industry and the production of
everyday products like nonstick
coatings for cookware, stain-repellent coatings for clothes and carpeting, detergents, cleaning products and firefighting foams. Scientists refer to PFAS as “forever
chemicals” because their chemistry keeps them from breaking See PFAS, A3
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Civic duty

Dave Nielsen shows his identification and prepares to sign a poll book during the Wisconsin
partisan primary election Tuesday at the Community REC Center in Marinette. Results were not
available for today’s print edition, but they will be posted at ehextra.com and on our social media
sites. Poll workers, from left, are Dorothy Kowalski, Mary Baker and Irene Heimbuch.

Evers to tout Wisconsin budget proposal as bounce back plan
By SCOTT BAUER
Associated Press
MADISON, Wis. —Gov. Tony
Evers planned to call on the
Republican-controlled Legislature Tuesday to join him in passing a two-year budget he is presenting as a “bounce back” plan
to help the state recover from the
coronavirus pandemic.

with
bipartiEvers, a Democrat, released
san suppor t,”
excerpts from his speech before
Evers said in the
he was to deliver it in a prereexcerpts. “I believe
corded message to the Legislawe can pass a budture on Tuesday evening.
get that will make
Evers planned to pitch his twosure our state can
year state budget to the Legislabounce back and
ture as a “Badger Bounceback” Evers
better than it was
agenda as the coronavirus panbefore this pandemic hit. I believe
demic enters its second year.
“I believe we can pass a budget we can pass a budget that will

finally realize the future we’ve
dreamed. I know that Legislature
and I can get this done.”
Evers has already released several parts of his two-year spending plan, including calls to legalize marijuana, allow local governments to raise the sales tax
to lessen the reliance on property taxes, create a $100 million
venture capital fund, expand

Medicaid and make prescription
drugs more affordable.
The Evers budget is a starting
point for Republicans who will
now rewrite the plan over the next
several months before passing its
own version later this summer.
This is the second budget that
Evers has delivered to a Republican-controlled Legislature. Two

See EVERS, A3

Town of Peshtigo
home invader
re-sentenced
Crime took place in 2005
By DAN KITKOWSKI
EagleHerald Editor
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The Associated Press
President Donald Trump gestures to supporters en route to his Mar-a-Lago Florida Resort last
week in West Palm Beach, Fla. Trump survived another impeachment acquittal.

Trump looks to reassert himself
By JILL COLVIN
Associated Press

TODAY: Mostly sunny with
light and variable wind.
HIGH: 23 LOW: 9

Good morning,
Peter Pfankuch!
Thank you for subscribing
to the EagleHerald

that fueled his political rise. And he’s confronting a Republican Party deeply divided over the
legacy of his jarring final days in office, culminating in the Jan. 6 storming of the Capitol. Searing video images of the day played
on loop during his impeachment trial, which
ended Saturday.
Trump remains popular among the GOP
base, but many Republicans in Washington
have cooled to him. Never before have so many
members of a president’s party—seven GOP
senators, in his case—voted for his removal in
a Senate trial.
Some may work to counter efforts by Trump
to support extreme candidates in next year’s
congressional primaries.

WASHINGTON —Donald Trump took in
the win at Mar-a-Lago, surrounded by friends
and family. His lawyers celebrated with hugs
and smiles. One joked, “We’re going to Disney
World!”
Now acquitted in his second Senate
impeachment trial, Trump is preparing for
the next phase of his post-presidency life.
Feeling emboldened by the trial’s outcome, he
is expected to reemerge from a self-imposed
hibernation at his club in Palm Beach, Florida, and is eyeing ways to reassert his power.
But after being barred from Twitter, the former president lacks the social media bullhorn See TRUMP, A3
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MARINETTE—A former Milwaukee man who
assisted in a terrifying home invasion in the Town
of Peshtigo 16 years ago had some time shaved
off his sentence, but still will serve the bulk of his
life in prison.
Terez L. Cook, then 21, was convicted by a Marinette County jury in 2006 of armed robbery, burglary—armed with a dangerous weapon and three
counts of false imprisonment, among others.
Then Circuit Judge Tim Duket sentenced
Cook to 40 years in prison, followed by 18 years
extended supervision.
Cook, now 36, appealed the case and won
the right to a new trial. Rather than a new trial,
Cook agreed to a plea arrangement that calls for
a 35-year sentence, followed by 19 years extended
supervision. He is credited with about 15 years of
time served.
That leaves Cook left with about 20 years confinement. Under the initial sentence, he would
have 25 years left of confinement.
Cook and a cohort, John E. Egerson, broke into
a Town of Peshtigo home in 2005 looking for drugs
that were never found. They shot and killed the
family dog and then bound an older couple and
their child.
The chilling crime shook the quiet neighborhood in the town.
Egerson, also age 36 now, is serving a sentence
of 58 years initial confinement, followed by 33
years extended supervision. He served as his own
attorney in 2006.

INSIDE
Nation: Grocery store workers, once considered very essential, now
feel expendable as they are not getting the COVID-19 vaccine. B4
Sports: Menominee girls basketball coach Lucas Chouinard
reached a milestone in his team’s win over Kingsford. B1
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